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Get started quickly  
with EDI communication
As a supplier, you want to exchange EDI messages. This is often a retailer’s 
requirement in order to be able to deliver your product to them. However, 
implementation procedures are too time-consuming or an integrated solution 
is just not feasible for your organization. In that case, a web solution is the best 
choice. Go-webEDI provides the ideal means to get started with EDI. It allows you 
to receive orders from retailers via a web portal and easily return a packing slip 
(DESADV) and an invoice (INVOIC).

Go-webEDI is a cloud-based application that provides access through a secure 
internet connection. There is no need for you to invest in software. All information is 
maintained and stored in a centralized environment. This way, you always have the 
correct data at your fingertips and are able to effortlessly manage your products.

The Go-webEDI interface is very user-friendly and offers a well-organized folder 
structure. The system notifies you of all new orders by e-mail. Preparing an invoice 
or packing slip with Go-webEDI is very simple, and creating and printing SSCC 
labels takes no time at all.

For a fixed monthly fee, Go-webEDI provides a simple and highly effective tool with 
which you can exchange EDI messages with your customers.

 y Suitable for the Dutch food, 
drugstore and do-it-yourself 
industry

 y Suitable for the Belgian food and 
food service market, according 
to the HO2C standard

 y Message types: order, packing 
slip, invoice

 y Low investment (fixed  
monthly fee)

 y Link with article data

 y Accessible anywhere via a 
secure internet connection

 y SSCC module for printing pallet 
labels (GS1-certified)

 y From order to packing slip or 
invoice in a few clicks

 y User-friendly interface, no 
training required
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